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1 Introduction

Today, the development of Grid applications is considered a nightmare, due to
lack of Grid programming environments, standards, off-the-shelf software com-
ponents, etc. Nonetheless, several researchers believe that economic principles
will guide the future development of the Grid: an open market of services and
resources will become available to developers, who will choose to use computing
time and software solutions from different vendors, sold at different prices, with
different performance and QoS.

Standardization efforts on component models, integration platforms, and
business domain concepts based on XML will accelerate the usage and spreading
of blocks for building component-based Grid services and Grid applications. We
can expect that, in a very near future, there will be thousands of open-market
components available on the Grid. Grid programming will consist of selecting,
coordinating and deploying components chosen from this large software market:
the problem will be to find the best component that fits the requirements and
with the best performance/price trade-off.

Two essential requirements for a software market-place have been slow to
emerge: (1) standard, interchangeable components, orchestrated according to
complex job workflows, and (2) the consumers’ ability to search and retrieve
the right parts for the job at hand. While we can register several activities
in the Grid community directed toward the definition of a standard for high
performance components, the effort to develop searching and retrieving services
for software Grid components has been limited.

In this contribution, we will discuss the preliminary design issues of GRIDLE,
a Grid component search service, which will follow the direction of using the
mature technology of Web search engines to discover software components on
the Grid. GRIDLE, a GoogleTM-like Ranking, Indexing and Discovery service
for a Link-based Eco-system of software components, is thought as the key tool
in a more modern and natural framework for application development.



Nowadays, a typical process of application development may look as follows:

the programming environment offers a repository (palette) of possible
components, from which developers can choose the most appropriate
ones for their purpose. These components are locally developed, or they
are remote, but explicitly and perfectly known: the programmer, or the
environment, knows the availability of trusted components, their location
in the Grid, their interfaces and their behavior. The developer can build
complex workflows, according to which components can be deployed, and
their ports can be interconnected appropriately.

We envision a different approach:

a Grid programmer needs to fulfill a complex job. S/he starts the ap-
plication development by specifying a high-level workflow plan: for each
needed component, s/he specifies functional and not functional require-
ments, which are used to query the search service. GRIDLE will start
a search session and will present the user a ranked list of components,
which are partially/totally matching the requirements. The program-
mer is then in charge of adapting interfaces or making the component
compatible with the run-time system supported by her/his computing
environment. Using a suitable cost and performance model, and the in-
formation offered by the components themselves, the framework tries
to predict the overall cost of the application, and its expected perfor-
mance. It should also verify, on behalf of the developer, the credentials
of the chosen components (with suitable security technology). With this
information, the user can be driven to a cost-effective solution.

In other words, GRIDLE will work like a Web search engine, i.e. offering a
simple interface to a large, evolving market of components. As it will be shown
in the next sections, a user should be given the opportunity to find the needed
software components simply through a short description of his/her requirements.

Looking at the evolution of search engine technology, which will constitute the
basis for the design of GRIDLE, we can observe the increasing importance of the
adoption of new ranking methods for pages, besides the well-known Information
Retrieval models.

In particular, search engines make use of the link structure of the Web to
calculate a quality ranking for each Web page. For example, GoogleTM inter-
prets a link to a given page as a vote. These votes produces a ranking method
called PageRank, which can be thought as an objective measure of a web page’s
importance that corresponds well with people’s subjective idea of importance.
In other terms, PageRank works because we can imagine the Web as an ecosys-
tem of hyper-linked data contents, where such contents cooperate – i.e. they are
hyper-linked to each other in order to offer more complete information – and
compete – i.e. they publish information and try to make themselves more vis-
ible than others. From this Darwinian process, only the most important pages
become accessible through a Web search engine. Note that, similarly to a real



ecosystem, the winners in this competing environment will be those that will be
chosen as a partner (linked to) by a large number of other information providers
(Web pages).

We believe that a similar process will happen for Grid components and their
ecosystem. They will cooperate – i.e. they will be composed by means of specific
workflows – and compete – i.e. they will try to make themselves more visible than
others in the large component marketplace. So, we envision that workflows will
play a role similar to hyperlinked pages in the Web, i.e. as a means to improve
the visibility of available components on the Grid. In practice, workflows can be
considered as particular documents with hyperlinks to the components involved:
GRIDLE could exploit them to improve the precision of a search. We also believe
that Web pages describing components and related features will be also made
available, and thus the more traditional Web search engine methods will continue
being adopted in combination with this new technology.

This contribution is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe
emerging issues related to the creation and publication of software components,
with special attention to the wrapping of existing code: we compare several
component-oriented frameworks, and we highlight some key features. Then, we
comment on some standards of application description. Starting from these, in
section 4, we give our vision of a new way to build applications starting from
software components available on the Grid. We then conclude, summarizing the
most challenging research problems, which we plan to address in the future.

2 Component-based Grid Programming

When Unix introduced pipes in 1972 [1], new opportunities for software engineer-
ing became available: nobody before thought seriously about building software
solutions out of existing tools, and designing them as filters so that they could be
easily used as building blocks for larger tasks: currently, all Unix programmers
design chains of pipes for their needs, instead of writing new applications from
scratch, as part of their daily routine.

Unix filters and the pipe composition model represent the first successful ex-
ample of a component-based design. It offers several important features, among
which substitutability, i.e. the pieces building up a complete application are de-
signed to be added, removed and replaced with cheaper, faster, more robust
ones; customization, because through some user interface (e.g. the Unix com-
mand line) the components offer a certain degree of configurability; heterogene-
ity, since tools developed with different languages can interoperate through a
well-known, common interface (Unix text stream).

In literature, “a component is a unit of composition with contractually spec-
ified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A component can be
deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties” [2]. In a
growing Grid market, the way software components are defined and modeled has
a strong impact on the speed of a transition to a component-oriented application
design. In this section, we describe the state of the art of software component



design, describing some existing component frameworks. Then, we consider pros
and cons of the existing approaches, with some quantitative analysis. Next, we
highlight our proposal of a new approach to component modeling and linking,
with a brief overview of tools for automatic wrapping.

2.1 Component-oriented Frameworks

Here, we analyze the state of the art of software component design. In particu-
lar, we focus on two frameworks that are representative, in our opinion, of two
opposite approaches to component modeling: CCA [3] and Java Beans [4]. CCA
is based on the use of an Interface Definition Language (IDL). Java Beans is
based on Java’s most modern features (introspection, object-oriented design...)
to provide a simple and portable programming environment.

The Common Component Architecture (CCA). CCA [3] is a proposed
standard aimed at promoting the integration of heterogenous software compo-
nents, by defining a minimal set of required services that every component should
feature: Port, getPort, setServices.

In the CCA vision, a component is a software entity that allows different
languages, different hardware/software architectures to co-operate. It supports
a structured, modular approach to software development, very useful in the case
of third-party libraries and external services. A component can be built out of
a library or a class (object type), but it can exist only with the support of a
framework, responsible for connecting the interfaces of the different components,
in order to build a complete application.

Every component exports one or more input and output ports (uses and
provides ports), identified by their type. Inheritance and specialization allows the
programmer to refine definition and semantics of a component. Also, multiple
ports can offer a different point of view of the same service.

CCA is implemented by a variety of frameworks, offering different program-
ming models: CCAffeine is targeted to SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data)
parallel applications, based on the connection of locally available components [5];
CCAT/XCAT is more suitable to Grid/distributed applications, as it can con-
nects component located on remote machines (e.g. in a Globus-based Grid) [6];
SCIRun supports parallel multi-threaded application, based on local connec-
tion [7]; finally, Decaf is aimed at offering language interoperability for a sequen-
tial application.

In the next paragraphs, we will discuss in detail CCAffeine and Babel, a tool
used by CCAffeine and other CCA framework to support language heterogeneity.

The CCAffeine Framework. CCAffeine [5] is a CCA-compliant framework ori-
ented to SPMD (or SCMD — Single Component Multiple Data) applications.
It can assemble together heterogeneous, internally parallel components. As an
example, in Figure 1, three parallel components (the first with vertical stripes,
the second with horizontal stripes, and the third has solid color) build up an



Figure1. Communications among and within components (from [5]). Four machines
(P0 through P3) are running an application composed of three parallel components.

application. Intra-processor communication, among different components (verti-
cal arrows) is managed by the framework: it is responsible for data conversion if
the components are heterogeneous. On the other side, inter-processor communi-
cation, within a parallel component (horizontal arrows), is responsibility of the
component developer, who can use the tool of his/her choice (MPI, PVM, RPC,
shared memory or any other communication library).

CCAffeine offers a basic GUI to deploy and connect components: a palette
listing the available components is shown to the user, who can pick up the
needed functions from it. Using a simple drag-and-drop interface, s/he can con-
nect them into a graph that describes the complete application. The framework
is responsible for instantiating a copy of the application graph on every machine
in the computing environment. CCAffeine internally uses MPI and creates the
requested components on all machine in the MPI world. The run command will
start, in parallel, execution on each machine.

Over all, CCAffeine offers a language-independent wrapping to parallel com-
ponents (mostly, MPI-based). Thus, it supports the usage of heterogenous de-
velopment environments (SO shared-object libraries can be easily connected),
leveraging the services of Babel.

Babel. Babel [8] is a tool suite featuring an interface-description language ori-
ented to high-performance scientific programming. It is aimed at supporting the
co-operation of software written with different languages. It offers a set of func-
tionalities similar to CORBA [9], but enriched by scientific features, among which
support for dynamic multi-dimensional arrays, complex numbers, in-process op-
timizations, support to C, C++, Fortran-77, Java, Python, Fortran-90.



#0 functions::PiFunction impl::evaluate() at functions PiFunction Impl.cc:47
#1 skel functions PiFunction evaluate () at functions PiFunction Skel.cc:32
#2 functions::Function::evaluate() at functions Function.cc:236
#3 integrators::MonteCarloIntegrator impl::integrate() at

integrators MonteCarloIntegrator Impl.cc:134
#4 skel integrators MonteCarloIntegrator integrate () at

integrators MonteCarloIntegrator Skel.cc:48
#5 integrators::Integrator::integrate() at integrators Integrator.cc:237
#6 tutorial::Driver impl::go() at tutorial Driver Impl.cc:100
#7 skel tutorial Driver go () at tutorial Driver Skel.cc:45
#8 gov::cca::ports::GoPort::go() at gov cca ports GoPort.cc:244
#9 BabelOpaqueGoPort::go() at BabelOpaqueGoPort.cc:28

#10 ConnectionFramework::goOne() at ConnectionFramework.cxx:1139
#11 DefaultBuilderModel::goOne() at DefaultBuilderModel.cxx:222
#12 CmdActionCCAGo::doIt() at CmdActionCCAGo.cxx:55
#13 CmdParse::parse() at CmdParse.cxx:564
#14 CmdLineBuilderController2::parse() at CmdLineBuilderController2.cxx:118
#15 CmdLineClient::main() at CmdLineClient.cxx:861
#16 main () at CmdLineClientMain.cxx:318
#17 libc start main () from /lib/tls/libc.so.6

Table1. The call stack for a simple program. The go() method (line #9) activates the
integrate() function (#5), which calls then evaluate() (#0).

The usage of Babel SIDL is similar to that of other IDL-based tools. Given the
interface description, the Babel parser creates: IOR files with the Internal Object
Representation (IOR) of the needed data structures; Skel files, responsible for
the conversion of the IOR to the native data representation; Impl files, collecting
the implementation, in any supported language; and Stub files, needed to connect
to the Babel support libraries.

Babel creates server- and client-side support: it exports a set of stubs to
be used to call the implemented object from a program written in any other
supported language. In our experience, Babel does not seem to use effective
shortcuts when implementing communication among homogeneous components:
we observed that two C++ components need to go through the slower run-
time support of abstracted data, which is needed by heterogeneous components,
instead of using the native format. In Table 1, we show the call stack for a
simple program, completely written in C++ (thus, no heterogeneity is present).
The call of evaluate() by integrate() is mediated by several layers of framework
support.

This is a problem common to other IDLs: their run-time support does not
provide effective shortcuts to use native data structures, and the language-
independent data abstraction needs to be used, with an evident performance
overhead.

The process of creating a CCA component, in particular a CCAffeine com-
ponent, from the Babel interface requires a complex series of steps:



Figure2. Comparison of CCAffeine and native code. The first column is CCAffeine
implementation; the second is C++/MPI; the third is CCAffeine with inlined function;
the fourth is C++/MPI with inlined function.

1. definition of component interfaces using Babel;
2. implementation of component algorithms in the Babel-generated Impl files

(in any supported language);
3. definition of CCA ports in the Impl files;
4. creation of a wrapper and a CCA definition file;
5. creation of a suitable makefile.

In our experience, this process could cause problems of software engineering
and is potentially error-prone. In particular, there are some naming conventions
that needs to be respected in the development of the wrapper and CCA files
(fourth step), which can be missed and are not recognized properly by the de-
velopment tools.

Performance. As said, the main goal of CCAffeine is to improve the inter-
operability of software components. High performance is responsibility of the
application developer, who has to tune computation, communication and data
placement to this goal.

In our tests, we observed huge performance overhead when homogeneous
components were communicating. In Figure 2, a comparison of a C++ imple-
mentation vs. a component implementation of a simple integration program is
shown. A parallel MPI integrator distributes function evaluations among a set
of workers. Partial results are then reduced to compute the final sum. The data
flow for the CCAffeine implementation is: a driver component invokes the ser-
vices of a generic parallel integrator, which invokes the method evaluate() of a
function component. The parallel integrator is responsible for orchestrating the
final reduction. In the C++ version, components are replaced by functions, and
service invocations are replaced by function calls. A second version was tested,
where the function was inlined in the integrator body. When the function to



Size RCR CRR CRC Transpose

16 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.00
32 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.00
64 0.12 0.1 0.09 0.10

128 0.37 0.31 0.29 0.31
256 1.62 2.99 2.65 2.30
512 12.11 54.95 54.13 62.32

Table2. Matrix multiply, with different orderings. Time in seconds.

be integrated is an autonomous component, a large overhead for the function
call can be observed. When the function is inlined, the framework start-up time
dominates.

Tests were performed on a cluster of eight dual-Pentium machines, running
Linux RedHat, Babel 0.8.4, and CCAffeine 0.4.1.

The overall performance of CCAffeine is strongly affected by the features
of the underlying run-time support of Babel. We want here to highlight an
important feature of Babel arrays. As well known, an important factor affecting
performance when manipulating matrices is the ordering of column and rows.
If the order is correct, elements can be accessed sequentially, otherwise a more
complex access is needed. Babel SIDL allows the programmer to define the order
to be used by the data passed to a component: a component can choose to access
row-major or column-major matrices. In row-major mode, rows can be scanned
sequentially, increasing the column number. We tested the performance of a
simple matrix multiplication, with different matrix ordering. In Table 2, one can
compare the costs for some choices of orders for the matrices A, B and C (with
C = A×B). R stands for row-major, and C for column-major.

The last column indicates what the cost is when a matrix is transposed
because it does not match the parameter definition: if, at the moment of call,
the data in the actual parameter are ordered differently from what is expected,
the system is responsible for transposing it, a costly operation for large matrices.
This operation has a high cost, and the programmer is not warned about this.

Also, we have to emphasize that components have to use the Babel SIDL
array data abstraction, and there is no automatic optimization: if the matrices
are defined with a sub-optimal ordering, the code will have bad performance, as
it can be seen in the second and third columns, where the matrix ordering does
not match the natural structure of the multiplication algorithm.

According to the developers, component overhead is “negligible [...] for com-
ponent implementation and abstract interfaces when using appropriate levels
of abstraction.” Nonetheless, they also measure that parameter passing can be
three times slower than native code [10]. More data to compare this framework
with native code are given in section 2.2.



Java Beans. Java Beans API [4] is a mature software standard developed by
a consortium, led by SUN, with the goals of designing a portable, simple, high-
quality API for component software development. Concretely, a Java Bean is
a reusable software component that can be manipulated visually in a builder
tool. While visual manipulation is an important part of software development,
and many beans have important GUI functionalities (scrolling bars, editing win-
dows...), beans can be more complex and can be used to model larger software
entities: data-bases, observational instrumentations, and visualization facilities
can be modeled as beans and integrated into the development framework.

The most advanced and useful features of beans are introspection, customiza-
tion, and the event-driven programming model.

Introspection is a very powerful tool for component publication and connec-
tion: Java classes are able to analyze their own structure, and publish their
interface. This is present in a very basic form in any Java class, which can dump
its own identity to a string, when asked to perform the method toString().
Also, Serializable classes are able to store their state to a stream.

Java Beans offer a more advanced set of information methods, able to re-
trieve the name of the relevant methods, the set of fired events, the interesting
properties. If desided, an explicit BeanInfo service can be provided by the Bean,
e.g. if the internal properties of the Bean are to be hidden or abstracted. Also, a
design-time customizer can be offered with the Bean. This tool will be invoked
by the design tool, instead of the standard configuration interface.

Java Beans are mostly event-driven. This means that they can react asyn-
chronously to particular circumstances that happen during application execu-
tion, for example clock ticks or user input. More advanced message-driven beans
are also possible, using the run-time support offered by Java 2 Enterprise
Edition (J2EE) [11] and similar software packages. Moreover, Beans can be
multi-threaded, and can operate on multiple requests at a time.

Design Time and Run Time. Java Beans recognize two important moments
in the application development. Design time is the moment when the bean is
manipulated, customized and composed into an application. Customization tools
offered by the bean (called Customizer) are invoked at design time by the design
framework. When the application is completed, and it is packaged to run (run
time), the design-time code is stripped out, and only the run-time code is kept in
the application code. Customizers are available for complex beans that require
long, detailed customization, or when the internal implementation needs to be
abstracted or hidden.

This strategy can be very good, in general, for complex component: versatile
configuration tools can be packaged along with the main code, and then stripped
out to reach performance at run-time.

Design Conventions. The Java standard is highly based on naming and coding
conventions, usually called, in Java Beans terminology, design patterns [4], which
simplify and coordinate the interaction of software components: these standards
are highly suggested (but not mandatory) and are exploited at the moment of



Figure3. Example of design convention: when a pair of get-set methods are found, the
framework can identify a property and offer the correct customization tool.

interaction. Java Beans frameworks look for these naming conventions in the
class signature, and use them to extract some semantic information.

For example, when two methods, PropertyType getSomeProperty() and
void setSomeProperty(PropertyType s) are found, a property someProper-
ty of type PropertyType is defined, and presented to the user at design time.

This set of standards allow automatic tools to present suitable customizing
tools for the object’s properties. For instance, BeanBox and BeanBuilder will
present a palette for a color attribute, a list of choice for an enumeration type
and so on (see Figure 3).

Other Component-based Environments. The CORBA Component Model [9]
is an extension of CORBA with the goal of defining component interfaces, and
objects with persistent state. CORBA is a powerful tool to perform method in-
vocation on objects running on remote servers, based on an IDL. PARDIS [12]
extends CORBA in another direction, so to allow sequential and parallel clients
(SPMD and MPMD) to interact with sequential and parallel servers. With sim-
ilar goal, further results have been reached by PAWS [13] and Ligature [14].

Web Services are another standard to define and represent software com-
ponents. The OGSI (Open Grid Service Infrastructure) forum has enriched the
standard to include some more Grid-oriented services [15]. The design of a Web
service is quite straightforward, and highly automated starting from Java classes.
Tools are also available for other languages (mostly, C++).

Another emerging framework is Microsoft .NET [16], which presents an inte-
grated model of component-oriented software and Web-based services. We will
consider its features in the comparison presented below.



2.2 A New Approach. What Is Needed.

We want, here, to summarize pros and cons of the discussed environments, in
order to define the requirement of a new approach to software component design.
First, we give a qualitative comparison of the critical features of the two main
approaches (CCA and Java Beans) with some considerations about solutions
offered by .NET. Then, we compare their performance, with particular attention
to the overhead introduced by Babel IDL.

Qualitative Comparison The two approaches present strong differences in
the way they face many issues related to software development.

Re-use of legacy code. In our experience, the process of modifying existing code
in order to use the IDL-generated skeletons and stubs is complex and potentially
error-prone. An approach following the example of Java, where any class can be
quickly transformed into a Bean and then plugged into the framework, is to be
preferred.

Component publication. With Java Beans, there is no need to define interfaces
and to pass them around. The JAR file, storing the code for the component, can
be queried: the object is able to introspect and to publish its own methods and
data. The CCA Babel interface, instead, needs to be passed around as part of
the code documentation, with strong problem of component packaging.

Architecture and language portability. Java byte code is designed to run on any
platform that offers a Java virtual machine: this includes Sparc, Macintosh,
Linux, Windows, and many portable devices. In the context of Grid computing,
a component can be moved to and executed on different resources at every run:
Java is a very simple way to ensure that the code is portable.

On the other side, components developed with Babel/CCA are expected
to run natively, possibly after re-compiling, on any CCA-compliant framework.
Also, heterogeneous components can inter-operate.

.NET offers an approach similar to Java, using a virtual machine for Win-
dows system, called Common Language Run-time (CLR), which has been par-
tially ported to Linux by the Mono project team [17]. Also, it can compile a
variety of languages to run on the virtual machine, thus allowing heterogeneous
components to operate easily together.

Visual manipulation. Visual manipulation can be an important part of a component-
oriented framework if used by non-expert programmers: this is an interesting
feature if the component is to be used in a Problem Solving Environment (PSE)
or some computer-aided application designer.

Java Beans and CCA components are both designed to be easily manipulated
with graphical tools. Nonetheless, Java Beans offer a more versatile interface (i.e.
a specific Customizer for complex Beans) which inherits the flexibility of Java.



Standardization. Java is one of the most wide-spread software standards. There
is large availability of software, and a large number of discussion symposia. CCA
is still a proposal of standard, which is competing with several others for large
acceptance. .NET is another emerging standard, pushed strongly by Microsoft,
but also accepted in the open software community for its advanced features.

Type control. CCA offers a very strong type control, based on port typing and
object inheritance/specialization. In Java, type matching can be sometimes over-
ridden if methods with no arguments are used: with Java Beans, control on the
type of communicating entities is limited. .NET, instead, offers a strong typing
system, common to all supported languages, known as Common Type System
(CTS). Strong control is needed if the component is to be used by a wide public.

Performance of numeric applications. Java code running on a virtual machine
can have lower performance than optimized C or Fortran code. This is due to the
overhead introduced by the virtual machine, to limits of the compiling process
of Java, and to the lack of high-performance numerical types. On the other side,
CCAffeine components incurs in a high overhead due to type conversion and data
abstraction. .NET has problems similar to Java, even if its virtual machine, more
modern, is designed to emphasize the advantages of just-in-time compiling.

Also, most of scientific/numeric code is written in languages other than Java
(Fortran, C): it can be wrapped to run within CCA with some effort, while
porting to Java can be much more costly, even if some tools are available to this
goal.

Quantitative Comparison. The scientific community is usually hostile to
the use of Java for high-performance computing. The main critique goes to the
inefficiency of its most common implementation, based on byte code and a virtual
machine for its execution.

Nonetheless, great advancements have been made in recent years: frequent
forums are organized among research groups to share results about high-perfor-
mance Java applications, including the Java Grande forum [18]. Among other
works, Moreira et al. [19] have shown that very high performance (50% to 80% of
Fortran performance) can be reached by Java, using suitable classes and compiler
optimizations, on numeric kernels. Kielmann et al. [20] were able to execute
threads of a Java application, in parallel on different machines, in a very efficient
way.

Java is, without any doubt, a tool of choice for the design of portable in-
terfaces, web applications, data-base wrappers and so on. Nonetheless, the low
throughput of data-intensive kernels limited the usage of Java in the scientific
community, which seems to be more attracted by the use of IDLs to reach inter-
operability.

Clearly, we do not have to overlook the high overhead imposed by the latter
solution: in term of programming, and in term of performance. As shown above,
the overhead to the developer is very high when s/he uses a IDL.



language files lines

Java 1 68
C 1 81
CCAffeine (generated) 202 10000+

(modified) 8 400+
(written) 4 200+

Table3. Number of files and lines for a simple matrix multiplication with different
languages and environments. CCAffeine components were implemented using C++
skeletons.

To give a more quantitative evaluation of the performance of Java vs. a
SIDL-based component, we considered three implementations of a simple matrix
multiply. One is a very simple C implementation, using pointers to integer arrays
to store the matrices. The second defines and then uses a new Java class, which
offers methods for multiplication and printing of matrices. The third uses Babel
to define the interface for a CCAffeine component that performs the product of
two given matrices, and another that prints a given matrix. The implementation
is then written in C++.

The Java implementation is a single file of 68 lines. In C, 81 lines are needed.
Babel generates 202 files among stub, skeleton and implementation files. 8 files
were modified to incorporate the C++ implementation (adapted from the C im-
plementation to use Babel arrays) and 4 were written from scratch (see Table 3).

The Java implementation is very compact, and can be run on any machine
that runs a Java Virtual Machine or a Java compiler. Also, the new class could be
easily wrapped as a Java Bean and then used within any Java Bean framework.

On the other side, components developed with Babel and CCAffeine are
expected to interoperate with any other software developed with the Babel in-
terface, even if written in another language, and can run on any CCA-compliant
framework (XCAT, CCAffeine...), but the cost to get interoperability across
different programming languages through Babel is very high, in term of perfor-
mance and programming complexity. In Figure 4 we compare the CCA imple-
mentation, with Java (bytecode, bytecode with Just-In-Time compiler, compiled
with gcj and compiled with optimizations -O3), with C (compiled with and with-
out optimizations).

The overhead introduced by Babel wrapping is very high. In particular, in
order to be portable, the implementation of arrays is not native and incurs high
run-time performance degradation. In fact, in this test, the overhead registered
by the use of Babel is largely due to the use of non-native data types, which
is independent by the size of the application: even if framework and start-up
overhead are smaller with very large applications, the overhead due to data
structures is common to any numerical code using this tool.

The Java code, compiled with optimization, reaches a performance compa-
rable to the CCAffeine implementation. As expected, both fall far behind the
faster C implementation.



Figure4. Comparison of matrix multiply, with CCAffeine, C, and Java.

2.3 A Choice for a Component Model

As shown, two main ways are available today for component publication and
management: one is based on a description language, along with compilers to
generate stubs and skeletons; the second is based on object introspection and
coding conventions, and allows a very fast deployment of Java classes.

The use of an interface description language (see Figure 5(a)), such as Babel
SIDL [8] and CCM description language [9], can be very costly, in term of learn-
ing curve, code rewriting, and possibility of errors: in our opinion, present day
interface description languages are taking an innatural approach, because they
ask the developer to start writing an interface, and then to adapt the existing
code to the automatically generated skeleton/stub files. This can be particularly
time-consuming with legacy code.

As shown in Figure 5(b), JavaBeans proposes a different approach, based
on introspection. Compiled JavaBeans classes are able to respond to specific
queries about the methods they provide, presenting to the framework a full
description of the available methods, and their interface (name, arguments and
their type, returned value). Moreover, the Java Beans API sets a standard for
more advanced tools, such as an explicit Customizer — presented to the designer
when s/he wants to customize the Bean — and a redefined BeanInfo method,
that overrides the automatically collected information.



(a) (b) (c)

Figure5. Different approaches to component development: (a) is based on an IDL
compiler; (b) is the one followed by Java Beans; (c) is the one we propose, based on
automatic manipulation of legacy code.

We strongly believe design standards will emerge naturally with the advent
of a Grid economy, in a way similar to what happened with the Web. Any
Web-designer is free to design his/her pages in the preferred way, and any Web-
browser can open them. Nonetheless, if s/he wants the web site to be discovered
easily by a search engine, s/he will adhere to some HTML/XML standards, such
as META tags, textual ALT tags for images and so on. Moreover, s/he will use
some self-explaining description for the information provided: a car-company,
for example, should add, somewhere in the web site, in a clear textual form, the
words “car” and “company”. Similarly, a component developer will choose to
adhere to some well known interface for the service s/he wants to publish.

We propose a new approach, such as the one in Figure 5(c): legacy code is
analyze in order to extract the signature of functions and variables; then, design
conventions are recognized in it, and are used to develop the bridging code,
needed to link the software unit with the framework and the other components
at hand. We explore this opportunity below.

Extracting Information from Compiled Code. A direction we are investi-
gating is the possibility of extracting information about methods signature from
the compiled code, in a way similar to Java Beans. There are very effective tools
for code developed with some modern languages such a C#, Lisp, Java, Visual
Basic. For Java, for instance, Mocha [21] can extract full information from the
code, because Java byte-code is very rich of information.

Binary code offers a more complex challenge. To reach higher performance,
debugging information and many data related to the symbol table are stripped



out of the executable file. On the other side, dynamically linked libraries are usu-
ally called by name: often function names and types are available in the binary.
Also, the headers sometimes offered with libraries can be parsed to reconstruct
some of the information needed to use the code. This is clearly a good situation:
for old legacy code, headers could be missing.

As a matter of fact, some tools are available also for languages other than
Java. GDB [22] can retrieve some information, especially if debugging data are
kept. Other basic utilities for binary code (known as binutils [23]) are available
on Unix systems.

The process we envision, is so:

– legacy code is developed with the tools of choice of the development team;
– compiled code and, if available, source code and headers, are analyzed to

extract signatures of interest: methods’ names and types are discovered in
the code; to understand the basic semantics and the relationships among
functions, the system looks for common naming and coding conventions (as
for Java Beans design patterns); the application developer is offered the
opportunity to choose which methods to publish, and which to keep hidden
(if this is not clear from the code);

– this information can be used to generate, automatically, or with some computer-
aided process: wrappers in other languages, so to allow inter-operability, fea-
turing the minimal data conversion needed; WSDL descriptions, so to deploy
the functions as Web Services; links to a graphical interface for composing
functions.

Examples of Automatic Wrapping Several attempts have been done to
perform automatic wrapping of existing code for particular frameworks, with
noteworthy results, some of which are listed here.

Taylor et al. developed a way to wrap C function calls in Java components, to
be used within the Triana framework [24]: JACAW [25] performs this operation
automatically. Before this, Mintchev and Getov [26] wrapped C libraries so to
be used within a Java program: they were able to use a C implementation of
MPI from Java. Also, Li et al. [27] wrapped high-performance MPI legacy code
(written in C and Fortran) into Java/CORBA components, and were able to
maintain very good performance after conversion. A different approach was fol-
lowed by Stuer et al. [28]: a new pluglet for the H2O framework is able to export
and publish all the other loaded pluglets as WSDL and GSDL documents.

We agree that Java is a very versatile tool for software distribution, and
the cited works propose effective way to use Java as a standard for interface
description and component linking. From the Java description, Web Services
can be easily created. Nonetheless, to reach peak performance, in our opinion
ad-hoc conversion filters among connected components should be automatically
generated by the framework.



2.4 Components in a Grid Economy

A component-oriented design based on IDLs introduces a high programming
overhead in the process of wrapping existing code to be re-used. The CCAf-
feine framework, taken as an example, requires the manipulation of several files
to connect two components for a simple matrix multiplication. This is why we
push for a more natural approach, based on automatic extraction of interfaces,
and then computer-aided generation of suitable bridging layers. Java Beans offer
an interesting example, as they base connection and discovery on interface in-
trospection and design conventions. In our opinion, there is a need for tools able
to analyze legacy code, extract signature information and then generate efficient
bridging code. The strong results available in the field of wrapping C into Java
components can be a valid starting point.

In the next section, we consider application and activity description. Partic-
ular attention needs to be paid to the choice of parameters that are of relevance
for a component living in a Grid economy. Components’ description should in-
clude information that will allow a developer to choose the fittest resource to
his/her needs. This can include:

– their names and descriptions, in natural language;
– cost of using the components;
– expected (or guaranteed) performance;
– billing information (bank account...);
– access requirements (password, licenses...);
– level of data security and privacy;
– authority certifications;
– quality standards that are met;

along with more standard functional information such as:

– interface, i.e. a formal specification of services provided (used) and related
parameters;

– actions, i.e. the modifications of the environment caused by the execution of
the component;

– preconditions, i.e. expressions that must be true before the action(s) can
take place;

– postconditions, i.e. expressions that must be true after the action(s) do take
place.

– communication protocol;
– data format;
– needed computing resources.

An application developer should be able, using these parameters, to choose
the components that reach the point in the cost/performance trade-off that
better fits his/her needs. Also, s/he should be able to use only components
which meets some standards in term of design quality, QoS and/or security and
privacy. This information should allow the creation of a search engine as of that
depicted in section 4.



3 Application Description and Workflows

A central concept for the deployment of Grid software components is a work-
flow description model to specify the coordination level of the activities caused
by component execution. While activities are units of work to be performed by
agents, computers, communication links etc., the process description of a work-
flow is a structure describing both the activities to be executed and the order of
their execution (see also Marinescu [29]).

Workflows need to name and describe the activities to be composed, where ac-
tivities are usually characterized by several parameters, including their name and
description (in natural language), interface signature, pre- and post-conditions.
These parameters are going to be used during a component search, as it will be
shown in the next section.

Traditionally, workflows are encountered in business management, office au-
tomation, or production management. Grid workflows have several peculiar char-
acteristics. For instance, resource allocation is a critical aspect of the Grid-based
workflow enactment. The Grid provides an environment, where multiple classes
of resources, within distinct administrative domains, are available. In addition,
there is a large variability of resources in each class.

In this section we want to survey some of the workflow approaches currently
followed in the Grid community, and compare these efforts with others in the
(business) Web Services community.

3.1 Workflow Models for the Grid

In the scientific Grid community, the component model and the related work-
flow concepts often correspond to merely determining the execution order of
sequences of tasks, which simply read/write raw files. Many scientific applica-
tions are built, in fact, by composing legacy software components, often written
in different languages, where the seamless interface is realized through raw per-
manent streams (files). The most common Grid workflow can thus be modeled as
simple Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) of Tasks, where the order of execution
of tasks (modeled as nodes) is determined by dependencies (in turn modeled as
directed arcs). Even if several projects have addressed the composition of specific
sequences of Grid tasks, and several groups have developed visual user interfaces
to define the linkage between components, currently there is no consensus on how
workflow should be expressed.

Within this framework, the most notable example is the Directed Acyclic
Graph Manager for Condor, DAGMan [30], i.e. the well known workload man-
agement system for compute-intensive jobs. Condor is a major effort to reach
high-throughput computing on distributed resources. It features resource man-
agement and scheduling for jobs and data on large collections of computing ele-
ments. It also offers very effective scheduling for parameter-sweep applications.
DAGMan is a Condor meta-scheduler, that submits jobs to the high-throughput
Condor scheduler in an order represented by a DAG and processes the results.



Besides DAGs, UNICORE [31] provides more sophisticated control facilities
in the workflow language. Constructs such as Do-N, Do-Repeat, If-then-else, and
Hold-Job have been defined and integrated into the abstract job description and
the client UNICORE GUI. In particular, Do-N forces the repetition of an activity
N times, where N is fixed at submission time, Do-Repeat repeats an activity
until a condition evaluated at runtime becomes true, If-Then-Else executes one
of two activities depending on a condition evaluated at runtime, while Hold-Job
suspends an activity until a given time/date has passed.

Grid Programmers have also the necessity to deploy high-performance appli-
cations made up of peer-to-peer components (P2P), collaborating through high-
performance communication channels, characterized by standard interfaces. Un-
fortunately, we have to observe the lack of a standard model for specifying this
kind of composition. A notable contribution to the definition of high- perfor-
mance Grid components and their composition is the CCA (Common Compo-
nent Architecture), introduced in the previous section. Within the CCA frame-
work, the application structure is built as a free directed graph of port connec-
tion. It does not describe directly the movement of data, or the order of calls,
but simply the set of all components which can be activated by any other com-
ponents. The available commands are limited to instantiation of a component,
and to connection of two uses/provides ports.

Within the Java Beans framework, the application structure can be more
complex. Any component can be connected to another in order to react to
changes in its status. A component, in particular, can react to user input (key-
board, mouse), time clicks, changes in the value of a property (regardless of the
way it changed), explicit messages, fired events, as they appear in another bean.
The network of connection can be as complex as desired, with mutual and multi-
ple links among two Beans, including cycles and self-loops. This can built using
the graphical interface of BeanBuilder or similar tool, and then compiled into a
complete, autonomous Java application. Alternatively, the programmer can load
and connect the beans with a Java program. In this case, the language used to
implement the components is the same used to connect them. As for CCA, the
connections describe very loosely the logical flow of data or control dependencies
among components.

3.2 Workflow Models in the Business Community

We can notice a strong similarity between these research efforts in the Grid
community regarding component-based programming, and the current evolu-
tion of the Internet/Web scenario, which from a media for merely publishing
static data is becoming a media of interacting Web Services [32–35]. In this case
too, we can observe a large effort to standardize the way in which Web services
(components) are published, deployed, searched and invoked. The final goal is
to transform the Internet into a general platform for distributed computing as
required for Business-to-Business (B2B) eCommerce. The existence of this stan-
dard is considered the central requirement to make this programming approach
feasible.



In the commercial Web Service community, there are several research ac-
tivities aimed to permit the specification/orchestration of a service workflow.
For example, the WSFL (Web Service Flow Language) language [35], and its
industry evolution BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services) [36]. Also, there is commercial interest in services and protocols for
registering, discovering and integrating Web Services, including the UDDI pro-
tocol [34].

An interesting comparison of Grid (CCA) and Web Service (WSDL/WSFL)
programming is presented in [37]. In this paper, Gannon et al. discuss how the
provides ports of a CCA component can be described by WSDL (Web Service
Description Language), and hence can be accessed by any Web Service client
that understands that port type. Unfortunately, no uses ports can be defined by
using WSDL, but a distributed application can still be built by means of WSFL
(Web Services Flow Language), thus defining the workflow of the application in
terms of the provided WSDL interfaces. The XML-based WSFL script needs to
be executed by a centralized workflow engine that must mediate each step of
application with the various Web Services. In the CCAffeine approach, the only
centralization point is the application controller component, aimed to instanti-
ate and connect together a chain of other components. After the application is
started, there is no more centralization. If the data traffic between the services
is heavy, it is probably not the best choice to require it to go through a cen-
tral WSFL flow engine. Furthermore, if the logic that describes the interaction
between the components is complex and depends upon the application behav-
ior, then putting it in the high level/general purpose workflow may not work.
This is an important distinction between application dependent flow between
components and service mediation at the level of workflow.

Despite all these problems, several Grid researchers think that it is necessary
to adhere to the business standards coming from the web service world, trying to
solve possible performance problems. For instance, an application described as
a composition of Web Services can be optimized by redirecting the output of a
service directly to the input of another, without passing through a centralization
point. This can be done without breaking the existing standards, but simply
through framework optimizations.

4 GRIDLE: A Search Engine for a Component-based
Programming Environment

User interactive environments like portals can provide high-level access to Grid
services, such as job submission or data movement, or may offer a way to interact
with specific application that have been modified to exploit Grid infrastructure.
There are several classes of tools that fall into this category.

To date, we can observe that there has been very limited work on Grid-specific
programming languages. This is not too surprising since automatic generation
of parallel applications from high-level languages usually works only within the
context of well defined execution models [38], and Grid applications have a more



Figure6. An example of a workflow-based application for arranging a conference trip.
The user must reserve two flights (outward and return) before reserving the hotel for
the conference. Note that, in the case that only the third hotel has available rooms, a
car is needed and must be booked too.

complex execution space than parallel programs. As previously discussed, the
best results in Grid programming have been reached by scripting languages such
as Python-G [39], and workflow languages such as DAGMAN [30]. These ap-
proaches have the additional benefit that they focus on coordination of compo-
nents written in traditional programming languages, thus facilitating the tran-
sition of legacy applications to the Grid environment.

This workflow-centric vision of the Grid is the one we would like to investi-
gate in our future work. We envision a Grid programming environment where
different components can be adapted and coordinated through workflows, also
allowing hierarchical composition. According to this approach, we thus may com-
pose metacomponents, in turn obtained as a workflow of other components. An
example of workflow graph is shown in Figure 6. Even if this graph is flat, it
has been obtained through composing different metacomponents, in particular
a flight reservation one and a hotel reservation one. As you can note, we have
not chosen a typical scientific Grid application, but rather a business-oriented
one. This is because we are at the moment of convergence of the two worlds, and
because we would like to show that such Grid programming technologies could
also be used in this case.

The strength of the Grid should be the possibility of picking up components
from different sources. The question is now: where are the components located?
In the following section, we present some preliminary ideas on this issue.



4.1 Application Development Cycle

In our vision, the application development should be a three-staged process,
which can be driven not only by an expert programmer, but also by an experi-
enced end-user, possibly under the supervision of a problem solving environment
(PSE). In particular, when a PSE is used, we would give the developer the ca-
pability of using components coming from:

– a local repository, containing components already used in past applications,
as well as others we may have previously installed;

– a search engine, which is able to discovery the components that fit users’
specifications.

Hence, the three stages which drive the application development process are:

1. application sketching;
2. components discovering;
3. application assembling/composition.

Starting from stage 1 (i.e. sketching), developers may specify an abstract
workflow graph or plan. The abstract graph would contain what we call place-
holder components and flow links indicating the way information passes through
the application’s parts.

A place-holder component represents a partially specified object that just
contains a brief description of the operations to be carried out and a possibly
inaccurate description of its functions. The place-holder component, under this
model, can be thought as a query submitted to GRIDLE, the search engine
module, in order to obtain a list of (possibly) relevant component for its specifi-
cations. Obviously, the place-holder specifications can be as simple as specifying
only some keywords related to non functional characteristics of the component
(e.g. its description in natural language), but it can soon become complex if we
include also functional information. For example, the “Flight Reservation” com-
ponent can be searched through a place-holder query based on the keywords:
airplane, reserve, flight, trip, take-off, but we can also ask for a specific method
signature to specify the desired destination and take-off time.

The discovering phase we imagine is made up of two steps. First, GRIDLE
tries to resolve the place-holder by using the components contained in the lo-
cal repository. If a suitable component is found locally, then this is promptly
returned to the user without searching on remote sites. On the other hand, if
it cannot be found locally, a Query Session is started. The goal is to retrieve
a ranked list of components that are relevant to the specification given in the
place-holder plan graph.

The last phase consists of putting together all the chosen modules in order
to: (1) fill in the place-holders, and (2) materialize the connections among the
components.

As an example, let us consider the above steps in the development process of
the example depicted in Figure 6. In a Grid software development environment
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Figure7. A partially specified workflow graph, describing the application of Figure 6
at the highest level possible.

a programmer could have sketched the abstract workflow plan graph depicted
in Figure 7.

Starting from here, s/he would proceed as follow. First, s/he would look for a
flight reservation component matching the place-holder. Let us suppose that such
a component is available locally. GRIDLE will automatically return a pointer to
it and expand the place-holder with the found component (binding). Figure 8
shows the workflow graph as it appears at this point of development. In the pic-
ture we can see that the found component has been instantiated twice, for both
the outward and return flights. Moreover, note that the matching component is
a metacomponent, i.e. it is composed by several (interconnected) components.

Then, the user selects the “Hotel Reservation” place-holder. Since this is
not available in the local repository, a query session is initiated. GRIDLE starts
looking for a component. The search process is two-staged. In its first part, GRI-
DLE tries to find an initial (possibly inaccurate) list of components. The user
then has to refine it until a shorter, and more relevant, list of components is ob-
tained. From this, the user would pick up the most suitable component to replace
the corresponding place-holder (binding). Finally, when all the components are
fully specified, the developer will continue refining the application until it meets
his/her original requirements.

The binding phase may be as simple as forwarding the output channel of a
component to the input of the next (as for Unix pipes), but it may be more
complex if data and/or protocol conversions are needed. In this latter case, a
user-driven, framework-assisted procedure is needed. The framework should try
to determine the type and the semantics of components’ input/output ports,
using any available header, XML and textual descriptions, Web ontologies, pat-
tern matching and naming conventions. With this information, the programmer
should choose the best chain of conversions, and ask the framework to instantiate
an ad-hoc filter, performing the transformation needed (for instance, the output
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Figure8. The abstract workflow graph as it appears after the “flight reservation com-
ponent” has been found.

of a components needs to be converted from a chain of strings into a Java array
of double, and sent over HTTP/SOAP).

If needed, the developer should also be able to describe more complex filtering
with some programming language, which should be compiled and deployed with
the rest of the application. In our vision, this should be as simple as writing a Perl
script to match the input and output of two command-line Unix executables, if
we want Grid components to be easily and widely available. This is a field open
to research, and we do not want here to speculate further on this opportunity.
In the rest of the work, we will assume that components can be made to interact
with some user-driven computer-aided effort.

The goal of the search engine module is clear, but what are the possible
techniques that can be used to reach this goal?

4.2 Search Techniques

In the last years, the Web Search Engine study has became a new and important
research topic. In particular, several researchers’ efforts have been spent on Web
models suitable for ranking results of a query to a Search Engine [40].

We would like to approach the problem of searching software components
using this mature technology. We would like to exploit the concept of ecosystem
of components to design a solution able to discover and index applications’
building blocks, and allows the search of the most relevant components for a
given query.

To summarize, Figure 9 shows the overall architecture of GRIDLE,our Com-
ponent Search Engine. The main modules are the Component Crawler, the In-
dexer and the Query Analyzer.



Figure9. The architecture of GRIDLE.

The Component Crawler module is responsible for automatically retrieve
new components: (1) a pre-compiled list of repositories, (2) an incremental list
of repositories continuously updated on the basis of the linking information con-
tained within the crawled metacomponent. Consider that, in our vision, these
metacomponents are workflows referring other lower-level components provided
by other repositories. Note that our ecosystem of components lives and evolves
due the these links present between components. Obviously, in order to make
these links significant, we must define how a component can be referred (i.e.
Unique Identifier, URL, URI, etc.).

The next module is the Indexer, whose job is to build the index data structure
of GRIDLE. This step is very important, because some information about the
relevance of the components within the ecosystem must be discovered and stored
in the index. In other words, we have to choose the kind of characteristics we
consider to be important for the search purposes, such as:

– functional information, as interfaces and running environment requirements;
– non functional information, as textual description, performance and billing;
– linking information.

The functional information refers to a more complex but more precise de-
scription of the functionality offered by the component. For example, it may
declare the number of published methods, their names, their signature, and so
on. For example, the result of the introspection operation applied to a software
component. Furthermore, there are other functional features that we can notice:
for example, the specification of the requirements for allowing a component to
be used (e.g., Contracts [41]).



Non functional information consists of a textual description, in natural lan-
guage, which describes the main functionalities of a component. Also, cost and
performance information can be described here, along with details about guar-
anteed QoS, licenses that are needed for the use and so on.

The third characteristic is the information regarding the context where a
component can be found. In particular, the interlinked structure of metacom-
ponents (workflows) allows for designing smart Ranking algorithms for software
components. In particular, we would like to consider the number of in-links of a
given component1 as a factor of high quality (high rank). In addition, we would
like to reinforce the quality of a metacomponent on the basis of the importance
of the referred components. This last aspect can be better explained using again
the example graph of Figure 6.

Let us consider the module “Hotel Reservation 3”’. In the ranking phase of
the search process, it will obtain an importance coefficient depending on: (1) the
importance of the “Flight Reservation” component, and (2) the importance of
the “CAR” component.

The computation of the rank according to (1) can be carried out using the
well known PageRank [42] iterative algorithm. The idea of ecosystem of compo-
nents we introduced before, is of fundamental importance for the evaluation of
the components’ PageRank. The main intuition behind the classical PageRank
metric applied to Web Pages is that a page p should receive an importance value
proportional to the probability that a random surfer will visit that page starting
from another page picked at random. In our case, PageRank should be modified
so that a components will receive a higher importance value if other components
are actually using it. Note that in our framework, a component can be related
to another either directly or indirectly (i.e. by linking to metacomponents that
use that component).

After this phase, following (2) we increase the weight of “Hotel Reservation
3” by a constant factor α proportional to the relevance of “CAR”.

The last module of GRIDLE is the Query Answering one, which actually
resolves the components queries on the basis of the index. The main function
carried on by this module is to return a list containing the most relevant com-
ponents in response to a user’s query. The relevance score is computed by the
ranking module using the four aspects outlined above as comparison metrics. In
principle, the algorithm is simple:

– for each component C previously indexed
• compute the distance among C and the place-holder query Q;
• place the score along with C in a list L;

– select from L the r most relevant component with respect to Q.

In this algorithm, the main interesting point is the computation of the dis-
tance. In our model, this should come out from a mix of the four relevance
judgements given by the above mentioned criteria. Then, the results-set L is
presented to the user for further refinements.
1 An in-link is a directed link which targets the current component.



4.3 Component Search Engines: Related Work

In the last years, thanks to technologies like Internet and the Web, a number
of interesting approaches [43, 44] to the problem of searching for software com-
ponents, as well as a number of interesting papers analyzing new and existing
solutions [45,46], have been proposed.

In [43], Odyssey Search Engine (OSE ), a search engine for Components is
presented. OSE is an agent system responsible for domain information (i.e.,
domain items) search within the Odyssey infrastructure. It is composed of an
interface agent (IA), filtering agents (FAs), and retrieval agents (RAs). The IA
is the agent responsible for display the search results according to the users’
profile. These profiles are modeled by identifying groups of users with similar
preferences, stereotypes and so forth. The FAs match user keywords and the
textual description of each component, returning those with the greatest number
of occurrences of user keywords. Finally, the RAs are the agents responsible for
searching for relevant components among different domain descriptions.

In [44], the Agora components search engine is described. Agora is a proto-
type developed by the Software Engineering Institute at the Carnegie Mellon
University. The object of this work is to create an automatically generated, in-
dexed, worldwide database of software products classified by component type
(e.g., JavaBean, CORBA or ActiveX control). Agora combines introspection
with Web search engines in order to reduce the cost of bringing software compo-
nents to, and finding components in, the software marketplace. It supports two
basic functions: the location and indexing of components, and the search and
retrieval of a component. For the first task, Agora uses a number of agents which
are responsible for retrieving information through introspection. At the time the
paper was written, Agora supported only two kind of components: JavaBeans,
and CORBA components. The task of searching and retrieving components is
split into two distinct steps: in the first, a keyword-based search is performed
and then, once the results have been presented to the user, s/he can refine or
broaden the search criteria, based on the number and quality of matches. One
of the most interesting features of Agora is the capability of discovering auto-
matically the sites containing software components. The technique adopted to
automatically find components is quite straight-forward but appears to be effec-
tive. Agora simply crawls the Web, as a typical Web crawler does, and whenever
it encounters a pages containing an <APPLET> tag, it downloads and indexes the
related component.

In [45], Frakes and Pole analyze the results of an empirical experiment with
a real Component Search Application, called Proteus. The study compares four
different methods to represent reusable software components: attribute-value,
enumerated, faceted, and keyword. The authors tested both the effectiveness and
the efficiency of the search process. The tests were conducted on a group of thirty-
five subjects that rated the different used methods, in terms of preference and
helpfulness in understanding components. Searching effectiveness was measured
with recall, precision, and overlap values drawn from the Information Retrieval
theory [47]. Among others, the most important conclusion cited in the paper is



that no method did more than moderately well in terms of search effectiveness,
as measured by recall and precision.

In [46], the authors cite an interesting technique for ranking components.
Ranking a collection of components simply consists of finding an absolute order-
ing according to the relative importance of components. The method followed by
the authors is very similar to the method used by the Google search engine [48]
to rank Web pages: PageRank [42]. In ComponentRank, in fact, the importance
of a component2 is measured on the basis of the number of references (imports,
and method calls) other classes make to it.

5 Conclusions

In this contribution, we presented our vision of a new strategy to design component-
based Grid applications. A three-staged approach, driven by graphical tools and
accessible to non-expert programmers, should be as follows:

1. application sketching, based on the definition of an application workflow,
where place-holders describe the needed services;

2. components discovery, which is performed by retrieving components match-
ing the place-holders through a component search engine;

3. application assembling/composition, the phase when the component inter-
faces are compared and suitable filters are deployed to make types and pro-
tocols match.

The main innovation of this approach is the component search service, which
allows users to locate the components they need. We believe that in the near
future there will be a growing demand for ready-made software services, and cur-
rent Web Search technologies will help in the deployment of effective solutions.
The search engine, based on information retrieval techniques, in our opinion
should be able to rank components on the basis of: their similarity with the
place-holder description, their popularity among developers (something similar
to the hit count), their use within other services (similarly to PageRank) etc.

Clearly, it is of primary importance the existence of a quick, efficient, auto-
matic way to deploy software components out of existing code. In our opinion,
there is the need for automatic tools able to extract signature information from
legacy code, and able to create the bridging code needed to make the component
communicate with other entities, designed with different languages or running
on different platforms.

When all these services become available, building a Grid application will
become a straight-forward process. A non-expert user, aided by a graphical en-
vironment, will give a high-level description of the desired operations, which will
be found, and possibly paid for, out of a quickly evolving market of services. At
that point, the whole Grid will become as a virtual machine, tapping the power
of a vast numbers of resources.
2 Only Java classes are supported in this version.
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